BY THE GLASS
white

COLLI VICENTINI, PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA

175ML

250ML

£6

£8

£6.50

£9

£5.50

£7.50

£6.50

£9

ITALY

golden yellow in colour. the bouquet is ample with floral & fruity notes.
the wine is full, pleasant & well balanced.

PENNY LANE, SAUVIGNON BLANC

NZ

aromas of pineapple, gooseberries and guava dominate. the weighty palate presents
passion fruit and gooseberry with a zesty lime backbone and a lengthy finish.

CASTELL MACABEU CHARDONNAY

SPAIN

pale yellow in colour with aromas of peach and pineapple on the nose. on
the palate it is fresh with intense fruity flavours & good acidity.

XIPELLA ‘CHIP - AYA’

SPAIN

pale glowing yellow in colour, with greenish flexes. on the nose blended
aromas of pear and apple are present, with notes of fresh juicy lime. a
delicious blend of 40% macabeo, 40% parellada

, 20% sauvignon blanc.
200ML

sparkling

ROMEO PROSECCO DOC

ITALY

fine with a persistent mousse and a rich aroma of ripe apple, lemon and grapefruit. on the

£7.50

palate it is fresh and full bodied.

rose

CLAUDE VAL ROSE

FRANCE

cherry pink in colour, toffee and floral aromas on the nose. the palate is

175ML

250ML

£6

£8

£6.50

£8.50

rich and smooth, well balanced with fruity character and a long finish.

MOMENT DE PLASIR

FRANCE

light, fresh and utterly irresistible rosé. oodles of soft, ripe, berry fruit
flavours and a surprisingly long, refreshing finish.

175ML

250ML

£6

£8

£7

£9.50

£6.50

£8.50

powerful and complex aromas of plum, mocha and blackcurrant on the

£7.50

£10.50

dessert

50ML

BOTTLE

£5

£28 375ML

£4

£28 500ML

red

PROJECTE QU4TRE RESERVA

SPAIN

aromatic & exciting, boasting red berries, juicy cherries & ripe blackcurrant
notes. smooth and exciting with elegant tannins.

GRAN ARUCARIA, MERLOT RESERVA

CHILE

intense ruby red colour, a fine sample of a complex wine with dry fruits &
truffle. it’s tannins are mellow & soft, a pleasant & silky after taste.

THE BLACK SHIRAZ

AUS

big and luscious giving a fantastic mouthfilling experience either alone or
with any rich sauce. a touch of spice in the aftertaste and a wicked drink.

LA FORGE, MALBEC

FRANCE

nose. it is well balanced, smooth, round and rich in the mouth.

LEONE BOTRYTIS SEMILLON

AUS

deep gold in colour, with aromas of dried apricot, honey and peach.
balanced with generous acidity to cut through the sweet notes.

LEONE MIRANDA AGED RUM TAWNY

AUS

deep amber in colour, with typical rum aromas. golden syrup and vanilla

on the nose. sweet and delicious, with flavours of chocolate, vanilla and
butterscotch..

GIN & TONICS
with care, love and special attention we present to you our gin menu.
all of which are only ever accompanied by fever tree tonic water and served in a wide bowl
glass to really capture the aromas of your chosen gin. cheers!

BROKERS

40%

a london dry gin made with the finest herbs, spices and fruit iimported from three

£9

continents. specially blended to be dry…not unlike the british sense of humour.

NORDES

40%

dubbed ‘galician atlantic gin, distilled from albarino wine, using wild galician botanicals

£12

such as laurel, lemon verbena, eucalyptus and quinine.

FOREST GIN

42%

distilled through organic juniper, forraged berries, pine, moss & wild flowers, blended

£16

with peak district spring water. made in batched of only 85 bottles at a time.

THE PINKSTER

37.5%

a small-batch gin, hand-steeped in fresh raspberries. served with a good spanking of fresh
mint. a real fruity tooty gin & tonic.

SILENT POOL

43%

£11

possibly the prettiest gin bottle going. 24 botanicals giving hints of lavendar, chamomile,

£14

MONKEY 47

£16

fresh citrus & sweet local honey.

47%

this german gin from the black forest is made using a whopping 47 botanicals and is often
classed as the “rolls royce” of gins.

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT

40%

floral and zesty, a wave of tartness hits your tongue first, followed by a juicy kick of

£13

THOMAS DAKIN

£12

grapefruit peel. subtle hints of juniper round out the flavour.

42%

made in manchester. containing 11 botanicals including; juniper, coriander seed, cubebs,
angelica root, liquorice, sweet orange peel, grapefruit peel & horseraddish.

MANCHESTER 3 RIVERS

40%

made in the heart of the city in a railway arch in the green quarter, using a combination of

£12

eleven botanicals in their 450 litre holstein copper pot still.

BROCKMANS

40%

like no other gin. slowly steeped in 12 fruity botanicals giving strong berry & citrus

£11

flavours that make this gin so distinctive.

BROOKLYN

40%

made in new york with fresh citrus peels and hand-cracked juniper. this gin is fresh,

£14

complex, and flavorful with a mouthwatering toffee caramel finish.

HUNTERS

43.3%

a single batch distilled, london dry gin that includes a unique blend of citrus botanicals
juniper berries, coriander seeds and apples sourced from cheshire.

,

£11

BEER & CIDER
scooners

PALAX LAGER

SPAIN

made by cervecera artesana, situated in la rioja, spain. this lager has aromas

4.9%

400ML

£4.50

5.3%

330ML

£5

4.6%

330ML

£4.50

5%

330ML

£4.50

4.4%

500ML

£6

5.5%

500ML

£6

of honey, flowers and citrus fruits it has a full, rounded taste with more
complexity and medium carbonation

bottled lager

GOD LAGER

SWEDEN

brewed with only aromatic hops which explain the dry and soft taste with
low bitterness. a beer that is very easy to drink and refreshing.

MORENA

ITALY

a light pils style beer brewed from a new brewery at balvano just south of
rome.

BEER LOA

LOA

beer lao is brewed from the best local rice and overseas high quality malt
giving it a unique taste

bottled ale

HAWKSHEAD LAKELAND GOLD

ENGLAND

a refreshing, well hopped, fruity and bitter golden ale with complex fruit
flavours from the blending of english hop,

cider

ASPALL’S CIDER

ENGLAND

a fruity, dry, racy, thirst-quenching, lip-smacking cider. served super chilled
over plenty of ice.

SOFT DRINKS
LUSCOMBE ORANGE JUICE

240ML

£4

LUSCOMBE APPLE CRUSH

320ML

£4.50

LUSCOMBE BLUEBERRY CRUSH

320ML

£4.50

LUSCOMBE WILD ELDERFLOWER BUBBLY

320ML

£4.50

LUSCOMBE COOL GINGER BEER

320ML

£4.50

COCA COLA / DIET

200ML

£2.50

FEVERTREE TONIC SELECTION

200ML

£2.50

FEVERTREE GINGER ALE

200ML

£2.50

FEVERTREE LEMONADE

200ML

£2.50

FEVERTREE SODA WATER

200ML

£2.50

WILLOW WATER STILL / SPARKLING

750ML

£3

WILLOW WATER STILL / SPARKLING

330ML

£2

VODKA
FINLADIA

40%

renowned for its purity and versatility and produced using glacial

50ML

£5.50

50ML

£8

50ML

£6

50ML

£7

50ML

£7

springwater so pure it requires no chemical treatment

MAMONT

most russian vodka isn’t distilled in russia, but this is.

40%

seven times distilled, producing an outstandingly smooth drink

RUM

DOORLY’S 3 YEAR OLD

40%

ageing your white rum for 3 years softens any harsh edges normally
associated with more commercial brands. this is exquisite!

DOORLY’S 5 YEAR OLD

40%

BLACK MAGIC SPICED RUM

40%

5 year old gold rum shows good maturity for its age, with rich fruit, hints

a blend of light and dark rums with a secret recipe of spices.

BRANDY

MAXIME TRIJOL, V.S.

40%

the entry point into the maxime trijol, their vs cognac is rich and full of

50ML

£7

50ML

£8

50ML

£10

fruit and floral notes

BARON DE SIGOMANAC, V.S., ARMAGNAC 40%

armagnac tends to be richer, coarser and, some would argue, more

flavourful than cognac. if you haven’t tried it, you should give it a go!

MAXIME TRIJOL, V.S.O.P., COGNAC

40%

blended from cognacs aged between 10 and 20 years, giving an average

tasting age of 15. delicate, fruity and floral with a long lasting finish.

WHISKEY
blended

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL

40%

notes of winter spice and treacle, hints of white pepper and a little citrus.

50ML

£7

50ML

£11

50ML

£12

50ML

£10

50ML

£10

50ML

£10

50ML

£6

50ML

£11

50ML

£9

the palate is quite rich and full.

single malt

NIKKA, FROM THE BARREL, JAPAN

51.4%

if ever a whiskey could convert you to japanese, then this would be the one.
add a touch of water to really appreciate it.

HAIG CLUB

40%

a nose of butterscotch, honey and dried tropical fruits with mild pepper
and light oak. if david beckham drinks it, so should you.

MACKMYRA, BRUKS, SWEDEN

41%

one of the gentlest, kindest and most mature whiskies we have tasted and
yes it does say sweden!

BRUICHLADDICH, ISLAY

50%

with huge investment behind it, bruichladdich’s fortunes have been reversed.
a great islay malt

– rich and assertive with gentle peat.

THE ARRAN

40%

what makes this special is simply the quality of the water in arran, the
barley selected and lastly the skill of the arran distillers.

bourbon

HEAVEN HILL, KENTUCKY, U.S.A

40%

a classic kentucky straight bourbon from heaven hill, aged for around
four years. this is a smooth and easy style of bourbon.

WILLET POT STILL RESERVE, U.S.A

47%

floral and citrus notes on the nose, with more citrus and lots of honey on
the palate before turning quite herbal on the finish.

KNOB CREEK, KENTUCKY, U.S.A

50%

crafted in limited quantities, aged 9 years and placed in only the deepest
charred american oak barrels to fully draw out the natural sugars.

LIQUEURS
SALIZA AMARETTO

28%

this fine italian amaretto is actually made from almonds & pine kernals

50ML

£6

50ML

£5

50ML

£6

50ML

£8

50ML

£4

50ML

£4

50ML

£5

50ML

£5

50ML

£7

unlike a certain famous amaretto that uses only artificial flavourings!

AMARULA CREAM LIQUEUR

17%

the marula spirit is distilled and aged in french oak for two years. it is then
blended with our velvety cream to create the smooth taste of amarula

EXPRÉ ESPRESSO LIQUEUR

28%

think of the finest coffee liqueur in the world and you’d be somewhere
close! intense and refined with a true espresso flavour,

LA GRANDE JOSIANNE

36%

all the rich, fruity tones of an armagnac with sweeter marmalade tones
from the orande infusion.

CREME DE PEACH

18%

CREME DE MURE

18%

peach liqueur

– delicious on its own, even better with a splash of prosecco!

perfectly ripe late summer blackberries are used to make this deliciously
smooth sweet liqueur.

LIMONCELLO

24%

made using fragrant amalfi lemons, picked at while at their freshest to give
an extra zing to this delightful limoncello.

MYRTIL - WILD BILBERRY

24%

a deliciously fruity liqueur packed with real bilberries. great in prosecco or
poured over ice cream

FRAGOLA - STRAWBERRY

24%

full to the brim with sweet wild strawberries. great in prosecco or poured
over ice cream

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
BOTTLE

ROMEO PROSECCO DOC

ITALY

fine with a persistent mousse and a rich aroma of ripe apple, lemon and

£26

grapefruit. on the palate it is fresh and full bodied.

TULLIO 1 PROSECCO DOC

ITALY

fine and persistent premium prosecco. pleasant with notes of renetta’apple

£31

and hints of acacia flowers. 100% glera grapes.

BEAUMET CUVEE BRUT

FRANCE

a beautifully crafted classic champagne, with fine mousse and toasty

£44

aromas. on the palate it is crisp and light.

BEAUMET CUVEE ROSE BRUT

FRANCE

fruit aromas on the nose of raspberry with persistent bubble and sparkle.

£54

light and fresh on the palate.

LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT PREMIER

FRANCE

full and rich in texture and flavour with a fine and delicate mousse. fruity

£58

and refreshing notes on the palate with a delicious mouth feel.

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE BRUT

FRANCE

beautifully aromatic. ripe fruit & spicy aromas, hints of roasted apples &

£77

peaches. a subtle combination of structure, length & vivacity.

LAURENT PERRIER ROSE

FRANCE

precise & crisp aromas of strawberries, redcurrants, blackcurrants &

£90

cherries. intense fruit on the palate with a clean crispness.

DOM PERIGNON

FRANCE

aromas of fresh almond, lemon & dried fruits are present, with secondary
smoky, toasty aromas. captivating, creamy & energetic in the mouth.

£190

ROMEO PROSECCO
SPUMANTE

TULLIO PROSECCO
DOC

BEAUMET CUVEE
ROSE BRUT

BOLLINGER CUVEE
BRUT

BEAUMET CUVEE
BRUT

LOUIS ROEDERER
BRUT

LAURENT PERRIER
ROSE

DOM PERIGNON

WHITE WINE
BOTTLE

dry light and delicate

COLLI VICENTINI, PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA

ITALY

golden yellow in colour. the bouquet is ample with floral & fruity notes.

£22

the wine is full, pleasant & well balanced.

PENNY LANE, SAUVIGNON BLANC

NZ

aromas of pineapple, gooseberries and guava dominate. the weighty palate

£25

presents passion fruit & gooseberry with a zesty lime backbone

CLOUDY BAY, SAUVIGNON BLANC

NZ

zesty lime & grapefruit aromas are the first to emerge, followed by

£47

nectarine & lemongrass tones. fresh, focused with citrus & mineral notes.

LE PIED MARIN, PICPOUL DE PINET’

FRANCE

pale yellow in colour. aromas of freshly cut flowers & citrus on the nose.

£25

on the palate it is fresh & vibrant with lengthy fruity flavours.

aromatic and dry

DR DAHLEM, RIESLING CLASSIC

GERMANY

a wonderfully clean, expression of the riesling grape. this modern

£28

designation allows for fully ripe flavours to come to the fore.

XIPELLA ‘CHIP - AYA’

SPAIN

pale glowing yellow in colour, with greenish flexes. on the nose blended
aromas of pear and apple are present, with notes of fresh juicy lime. a
delicious blend of 40% macabeo, 40% parellada

, 20% sauvignon blanc.

£27

PINOT GRIGIO
GARGANEGA

PENNY LANE
SAUVIGNON BLANC

CLOUDY BAY,
SAUVIGNON BLANC

LE PIED MARIN,
PICPOUL DE PINET’

DR DAHLEM,
RIESLING CLASSIC

XIPELLA
‘CHIP AYA’

WHITE WINE CONTINUED...

juicy, fruit driven and ripe

ARROGANT FROG TUTTI FRUTTI VIOGNIER

FRANCE

bright gold yellow with green tints, essence of passion fruit, white peach,

£24

white currants & some herbaceous notes. fresh & vivid.

CASTELL MACABEU CHARDONNAY

SPAIN

pale yellow in colour with aromas of peach and pineapple on the nose. on

£21

the palate it is fresh with intense fruity flavours & good acidity.

PASCAL BOUCHARD, CHABLIS

FRANCE

a genuine chablis, showing great complexity of fruit, character & structure

£39

with typical mineral & flinty notes. rich & silky with a soft & creamy
mouthfeel.

LA FORGE MARSANNE

FRANCE

rich and nutty with hints of spice and pear, the wine originating in the
north rhone is a perfect food wine for fish and white meat.

£29

ARROGANT FROG
TUTTI FRUTTI

CASTELL MACABEU
CHARDONNAY

PASCAL BOUCHARD
CHABLIS

LA FORGE
MARSANNE

RED WINE
BOTTLE

full and warming

GRAN ARUCARIA, MERLOT RESERVA

CHILE

intense ruby red colour, a fine sample of a complex wine with dry fruits &

£24

truffle. its tannins are mellow & soft, a pleasant & silky after taste.

MIRANDA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON

AUS

made in barossa valley, the wine gushes blackcurrents and blueberries. this

£26

is a great rich food wine or after dinner drink

THE BLACK SHIRAZ

AUS

big and luscious giving a fantastic mouthfilling experience either alone or

£25

with any rich sauce. a touch of spice in the aftertaste and a wicked drink.

PROJECTE QU4TRE RESERVA

SPAIN

aromatic & exciting, boasting red berries, juicy cherries & ripe blackcurrant

£23

notes. smooth and exciting with elegant tannins.

LA FORGE, MALBEC

FRANCE

powerful and complex aromas of plum, mocha and blackcurrant on the

£30

nose. it is well balanced, smooth, round and rich in the mouth.

ZENSA PRIMITIVO

ITALY

produced in the southern tip of italy, this wine is totally organic as the

£31

wine growing environment is totally clean and dry .big, really big, this wine
is great for the evening

light and delicious

CASTELL, TEMPRANILLO

SPAIN

intense ruby red colour. aromas of red fruits, raspberries, blackberries &

£21

balsamic notes. a sweet, elegant mix of fruit & toasted wood.

CLOS MONT BLANC, PINOT NOIR

SPAIN

aromas of ripe & intense black fruit along with subtle floral, spicy &
smokey notes make this wine very well balanced.

£31

GRAN ARAUCARIA
MERLOT RESERVA

MIRANDA, CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

THE BLACK SHIRAZ

PROJECTE QU4TRE
RESERVA

LA FORGE
MALBEC

ZENSA PRIMITIVO

CLOS MONT-BLANC
TEMPRANILLO

CLOS MONT BLANC
PINOT NOIR ‘PREMIUM’

RED WINE CONTINUED...
oaky, intense and concentrated

LA CETTO PETIT SIRAH

BOTTLE

MEXICO

fermented for 15 days and then aged 6 months in oak barrels and 6 months

£29

in bottle give an intense red colour with a clear violet glint. fruit aroma
such as red guava, blackberry & floral notes of dewberry, hibiscus &
truffle. a slightly different grape to the traditional syrah.

CARLOS V, IGT VENETO

ITALY

complex and intense with spicy, vanilla notes & a strong aroma of mature

£30

red fruits. smooth and elegant with good structure.

MARQUES DE MURRIETA TINTO RESERVA RIOJA

SPAIN

spicy aromas lead to flavours of vanilla, cherry, fresh herbs & minerality.

£47

with silky layers of oak, this medium bodied rioja is well structured &
balanced.

CHÂTEAU ASTRELUS

FRANCE

made by a farming family from lancashire, this is an amazing example of

£30

cabernet from this classic wine region. we are delighted to show this
wonderful wine and highly recommend with any meat dish

ARCHANGEL, PINOT NOIR

NZ

aromas of red and dark fruit. violets, spice and cedar oak, this delicious
wine leads to concentrated dark plum with subtle hints of spice and

leather on the palate. medium-bodied with silky tannins, good persistence
and length.

£49

LA CETTO PETIT
SIRAH

MARQUES DE
MURRIETA TINTO
RESERVA RIOJA

CARLO V. IGT
VENETO

CHÂTEAU ASTRELUS

ARCHANGEL
PINOT NOIR

ROSE WINE
CLAUDE VAL ROSE, PAUL MAS

BOTTLE

FRANCE

this wine is pink cherry in colour with cherries, toffee and floral aromas

£21

çon the nose. the palate is rich and smooth, well balanced and fruity

MOMENT DE PLAISIR CINSAULT ROSE

FRANCE

light, fresh and utterly irresistible rosé. oodles of soft, ripe, berry fruit

£24

flavours and a surprisingly long, refreshing finish.

DOMAINE DE CRISOL

FRANCE

delicate colour and light wild strawberry nose. then elegant red fruits on

£29

the palate. a gentle and great length, perfect for drinking on its own or
with light, fresh dishes.

DESSERT WINE
LEONE BOTRYTIS SEMILLON

BOTTLE

AUS

deep gold in colour, with aromas of dried apricot, honey and peach.

375ML

£28

500ML

£28

balanced with generous acidity to cut through the sweet notes.

LEONE MIRANDA AGED RUM TAWNY

AUS

deep amber in colour, with typical rum aromas. golden syrup and vanilla

on the nose. sweet and delicious, with flavours of chocolate, vanilla and
butterscotch..

CLAUDE VAL ROSE,
PAUL MAS

MOMENT DE PLAISIR
CINSAULT ROSE

LEONE BOTRYTIS
SEMILLON

DOMAINE DE CRISOL

LEONE MIRANDA
AGED RUM TAWNY

JING TEA
carefully packed with exquisite whole leaf teas and herbal infusions to give the definitive tea
experience. all served with homemade petite fours.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST

£4

JASMINE SILVER NEEDLE

£4

EARL GREY

£4

ORGANIC JADE SWORD

£4

PEPPERMINT LEAF

£4

LEMONGRASS & GINGER

£4

WHOLE CHAMOMILE FLOWERS

£4

BLACKCURRANT & HIBISCUS

£4

DARJEELING 2ND FLUSH

£4

NESPRESSO COFFEE
the finest coffees which have been blended, roasted and ground with the utmost skill by
coffee experts. all available as decaffeinated. all served with homemade petite fours.

RISTRETTO

£3

ESPRESSO

£3

MACHIATO

£3.50

AMERICANO

£4

WHITE COFFEE

£4

CAPPUCCINO

£4.50

LATTE

£4.50

ICED COFFEE

£4.50

HOT CHOCOLATE

£4.50

THE G RA N D H OTE L
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